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Christopher D

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fun little rifle, great for plinking and target shooting. 











Russell R

on
05/10/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased this from Buds many years ago. When I got it, the action was a bit gritty feeling. I removed the buttstock, disassembled the rifle, then sprayed all internal surfaces with brake cleaner and let it drain into a bucket overnight. I could not believe that there could be that much grit left in a rifle leaving the factory. Next day sprayed internals and removed parts with CLP and let that drain overnight. Next day reassembled the rifle and could not believe how nice it felt to operate the lever. Took it to the range and had a great time with 357 mags and 38 specials. I later removed the buckhorn sight and installed a peep sight and it was much easier for me to use. To this day this rifle is always ready for action if needed and I would depend on it anytime. 











Larry F

on
01/24/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I wish I could find 5 more of these to buy. Pound for pound, this is the best buy for the buck. As usual, Bud's came through just like they always do, efficient and reliable. 











Kevin L

on
05/07/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is one of my FAVORITE rifles to shoot (and I have a LOT, trust me). Something about a short, lever action carbine in 357/38sp that puts a smile on your face. Pretty damn accurate out to 50-75 yards with iron sites. The action and feed tube is a bit rough at first, but has loosened up over time and when shooting, this is the kids (10-14 y/o's) preferred weapon to shoot besides the 22lr's. 











Blake G

on
01/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm thrilled with this Rossi. The wood grain is much nicer than I expected. The metal-to-wood fit is decent. The action is better than I was hoping for: really smooth and easy right up to the final quarter inch when closing, and then it is a little scratchy, but I'm sure that will wear in. I'm probably going to take it apart and take some 1000 grit sandpaper to some spots to smooth it out. The trigger feels better than some Marlins I've tried. The stainless steel looks better in person than in pictures. It feeds 357 Mag and 38 SPL equally well. The loading gate and magazine spring are painfully stiff, so I'm going to work on that. Most people shorten the mag spring to make loading easier, and I see why. Shouldn't be hard though. All in all, this gun feels amazing in my hands. Short and agile, yet heavy and authoritative. The 357 uses the same barrel as the 44, so the smaller bore gives you a barrel that feels solid. The 20" might feel too heavy, and I'm glad I stuck with the 16". No regrets. This thing rocks. 











Matthew A

on
03/28/2016




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Overall, it's a nice rifle. Like everything, you get what you pay for. This is a working rifle, not an heirloom. The fit is good but the finish has some issues. The metal components look acceptable, just a few work marks. The wood finish isn't great and wears off on your hands. The biggest issue on my rifle is the lack of detail at the factory finishing table. The worker staining the stock dripped extra stain on the wood and simply smeared it off with a finger. It left a poor looking dark stain streak that takes away from the overall appearance. The action closes a bit rough but is softening with use. Size and weight are good for a pack rifle. 











Brad N

on
01/20/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










love the rossi, action very smooth,feeds and ejects perfectly.. I just want to tell you that this was my first transaction with buds , and am I impressed, ordered gun on Monday received gun at ffl dealer on Tuesday and picked up. wow... got the best price from you guys, way cheaper than at the gun show, free shipping ,, this was the best and eastiest transaction I have ever had. even your preferred ffl dealer was a pleasure to deal with..keep up the great work guys and gals, you'll be hearing from me again.. also been telling all my other gun buddies about ya,,,, you have sure earned my business.. thanks brad 











Sam B

on
11/21/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










From the time I ordered this gun until it was in my hands was less than 48 hours, it was unreal how fast they were, I havent shot it yet but, the gun had no scratches the wood was perfect, very well made, I cant wait to shoot it beuitiful gun. I would recommend buds and I will buy from them again. 











Robert Z

on
05/20/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This rossi 357 lever gun is very well made. I looked it over and its fit and finish are excellent. the stainless is well finished the rifling is clean and the wood is very nice and smooth. the acuation of the lever seemed smooth and everything seems tight. ROSSI has really improved their product and for the price its the best out there. 











William R

on
04/03/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Rifle has a smooth action and nice trigger. The wood finish on the forearm is rough and needs to be re-finished. The rear sight could be better but I didn't have problems hit what I was aiming at. I shot .38 specials and .357 magnums through it. Both feed and fuction fine; however, the last .38 special round in the tube doesn't clear the rifle completely everytime when the lever is cycled. Overall the gun is above average and good value at the price Buds officers it at. 











Ronald K

on
03/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Took 2 weeks for gun to arrive from time of order. Gun was well packaged and in good shape upon arrival. Beautiful gun. Action is crisp and tight. I haven't had an opportunity to shoot it yet but can't wait. 











Jaysen A

on
11/07/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this little rifle for hunting at close range in a swamp. Bud's processed the order quickly and it arrived in 6 days! The fit and finish were perfect. The action is always tight on these firearms and needs to be worked hard for break in. It's not a Henry, and wasn't meant to be, but overall it is a good little rifle. And, as always, Bud's delivered great service. 











Christopher G

on
03/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










nice gun for the money! Took mine out a couple times after a through cleaning and it cycled everything I put in it 38 and 357 They are a little tight out of the box but here are a few suggestions! If I had the ability to shoot more often and put a lot of rounds through my gun I would just use a little white lithium grease and just shoot the hell out of the rifle and break it in like that! I decided to get the spring kit easy to install my gun didn't need anything other than springs to make it run nice and fast!! there is so much info on this gun videos and everything under the sun!! After reading a bunch on people afraid to fieldstrip the gun and needing a stevzgun video to do it I thought it would be hard but after some research you don't need all that!!! just take your time the first try and after that it really isn't that complicated pull it apart change the springs refinish the stocks if you like!! overall this is a great gun!! Buds was great and had my new Rossi to me in no time highly recommend Bud's My only complaint is my FFL raised there prices from $40 to $100 taking advantage of the recent gun scare! Should be illegal it's like raising prices on food and fuel in a disaster!!!! But this has nothing to do with Bud's 











Stuart S

on
02/22/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome! I already own a Rossi Ranch Hand in 357mag/38sp that I use at the indoor pistol range but I decided it was time to get the rifle version for the outdoor rifle range. This stainless steel 16" barreled Rossi 92 is sweet. The quality control at Rossis is a little lacking, so I brought some snap-caps to the FFL with me and cycled a few before I took ownership. They cycled smoothly and I'm extremely happy with the everything about this rifle. I installed a Lee Gunsmithing spring kit and stainless magazine follower in my Ranch Hand and I think I'll do the same for this rifle. The kit reduces the trigger pull, lightens the hammer spring, and prevents ejected brass from flying into orbit. I had debated between the 16" and the 20" for a while (like months.) I really wanted the 16" but they were so hard to find in 357mag/38sp. However , one day, Buds had it, and I jumped on it. As I said before, I couldn't be happier with this decision. 











Gary B

on
02/13/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little gun. Bought the 20in.; blued version 6 months ago and that was why I purchased this one. This model seems to accept more choices of ammo. Buds firearm purchase process was flawless as always. Great quality at great prices. Thanks Buds. 











John B

on
02/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A very nice gun... No tool marks in the steel or scratches in the wood finish. I've used both 38 and 357 rounds, and everything I've used feeds smoothly with no jams or FTF problems. The action was a little stiff at first, but after the first hundred rounds and some gun oil it's now pretty smooth. As some others have noted, the ejection spring can be overly enthusiastic, but it's not so bad that I need to do anything about it. I did replace the rear sight with a Marble Arms Bullseye (long), which was a lot better for my old-eyes than the factory rear sight. I had to remove the elevator from the rear sight to zero the Bullseye sight. Overall, this is a great home-defense gun that's also a lot of fun to shoot at the range. (And it does turn-heads at the range...) Bud's sometimes took a while to ship, but the gun and the price were worth the wait. 











Bruce W

on
12/18/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Shipping was a little slow but I understand Bud's is busy right now. Gun arrived well packaged and undamaged. I had read that it was hit or miss with these guns, but mine had no tool marks at all. The wood to metal fit is a little rough, but not bad. Looks awesome! It shoulders quickly and is nice and small and compact. I love this thing! Shoots an inch or 2 high but will easily hit a pie plate every time off hand at 50 yards. Chambered everything I put in it, AS LONG AS YOU WORK THE ACTION like you mean it. If you do it slowly, the lifter on mine would not lift the next round to be chambered. Out of 150 rounds of 3 different types of .38 P, it never failed to function when the action was worked fast and hard. And all the empties landed at my feet. Plan on putting a red dot on it. Holds 9 rounds of .38, plus one in the chamber. This gun is a lot of fun to shoot and would work well for home defense. 











Bill P

on
09/21/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun the stock had a scratch in it i guess quality control these days are just not 100% other than that its perfect i always wanted a 16inch 357/38 lever action Shooting it is a pleasure spot on. BUDS as always is the best, fast shipping ,great comuication Thanks bud's Your the best gun dealer hands down anywhere on the internet 











Thomas A L

on
09/02/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










this is a nice little carbine. you could pay more & get less. fun to shoot, light weight & handy. no probs at all. get one! 











Robert F

on
02/15/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










A great gun at a great price. Bought the Rossi 92 in .357 Mag. recently, the build is good, the action is smooth, and the rifle is accurate. If you never owned a .357 Mag. rifle you are really missing out, the Rossi is my second, I also own a Marlin 1894c (357), I strictly deer hunt with the .357 Mag. I use 170 to 185 grain bullets; a 357 Mag. out of a carbine is very close to a 30/30 in velocity and energy. Rossi’s aren’t built as well as a Marlin, but for the price it’s a great deal… 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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